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ThoughtBox Education
Our mission is to help young people
understand the world around them
and find their place within it. Using a
whole-child approach to learning, we
support young people in developing
a deeper sense of connection to self,
society and the natural world,
helping to nurture healthy
relationships for people and planet.

THOUGHTBOX THINK & THRIVE
PRIMARY & SECONDARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM

Projects

We offer schools a learning journey focused on social,
emotional and environmental wellbeing in schools, helping
students forge deeper connections with themselves, society
and the natural world. We call it triple wellbeing.
TOPICS: 3 Themes, 18 Topics
FORMAT: Differentiated Lesson Plans
CURRICULUM LINKS: PSHE & SMSC
RELEVANT AGES: 5-18 Years (KS1 – KS5)
OFSTED: Supports National Curriculum Objectives
PRIMARY SCHOOL LICENSE: £300 - £400 per annum
CURRICULUM OVERVIEWS: Primary | Secondary

THOUGHTBOX COMMUNITY NETWORK
Individual Member

Resources & Educator Network
FREE
━━
✓ Access lessons on global Issues
✓ ‘Different Perspectives’ daily ideas
✓ Connect with educators
✓ Share teaching & learning ideas
✓ Opportunities for CPD
✓ Learn about ‘Schools of the Future’
✓ Tune in to ThoughtBox TV
✓ 5% off training & events

THOUGHTBOX TEACHER TRAINING
Our in house and regional trainings are focused on cultivating connection and we design each training
course using the triple wellbeing framework that our school programmes are exploring.
SPACE FOR CONNECTION
We create a safe space to welcome in emotional responses and invite deep listening,
enquiry and sharing and invite this deeper level of connection into the training space.
We model the way to create a space and teach about the importance and practice of
doing so.
PRACTICES FOR CONNECTION
We introduce the three core practices or tools for connection – critical thinking,
empathy building and systems thinking by inviting these into the framework of the
day (e.g. encouraging activities wherein these are practised and developed) whilst
also teaching about the significance of these skills and ways to invite them into the
classroom.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR CONNECTION
We create immersive, interactive spaces within our training for people to spend time exploring different ways or
opportunities to cultivate connection and nurture triple wellbeing, as well as sharing information and guidance on how to
create these opportunities.

THOUGHTBOX TALKS & WORKSHOPS
A series of Global Thinking talks and workshops for Secondary schools designed to broaden perspectives
and develop emotional intelligence

Member Symposium

Zoom session 2-5pm, 22nd October

